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LHC Run Schedule
• LHC has been performing beyond expectation 

• Performance has been improving year over year 
• Already exceeded the design instantaneous luminosity (1x1034 cm-2s-1) 

• High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) Upgrades will allow higher rates 
• 5-7.5x1034 cm-2s-1 

• Total integrated luminosity of 3000 fb-1 through end of HL-LHC
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Upgrade Motivations
• High luminosity = more 

interactions per bunch 
crossing (pileup) 

• Improvements to the LHC 
operating conditions 
require upgrades in order 
to maintain detector 
performance  
• High pileup : kills 

detection efficiency  
• High radiation : kills 

detectors

200 Pileup event
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CMS Upgrade Timeline
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Phase-1 Upgrades Phase-2 Upgrades
Improvements to specific subsystems 

to keep CMS running smoothly through 2023
Upgrades of most of CMS 

to cope with HL-LHC 
running environment



Phase-1 Upgrades
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Phase-1 Upgrades

Hadron 
Calorimeter

(HCAL)

Pixel Detector
Off detector:

DAQ & Trigger
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Phase-1 Upgrade Schedule

Trigger
Upgrades

HCAL 
Forward

Pixel
HCAL

Endcap

HCAL
Barrel
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Pixel Phase-1
• Original (Phase 0) pixel detector 

designed to operate up with 25 pileup at 
instantaneous luminosity of 1x1034 
cm-2s-1 

• Already surpassed by LHC 
• Degradation of hit efficiency observed 

• To cope with LHC running environment, 
a new pixel detector was installed winter 
2016/17
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Phase-0 performance

Current

Upgrade
4 barrel layers

3 barrel layers



Pixel Phase-1 Design
• Improved pixel readout chip 

• Larger buffer to maintain hit efficiency 
at higher instantaneous luminosity 

• Additional layers: 
• 4 barrel layers, 3 forward disks 
• More channels :  

• 48M → 79M (barrel),  
• 18M → 45M (forward)   

• Reduced material budget 
• Two-phase CO2 cooling 
• Move more material outside 

acceptance 
• Detector designed to be installed mid-

run (during year end technical stop)
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Pixel Phase-1
• Forward pixels designed, produced, and 

integrated in the US 
• Module assembly and testing at 

university sites, final assembly at SiDet 
@ FNAL 

• Installed during 2016/17 winter shutdown 
• Issues with DC/DC converter ASIC 

discovered during operations in 2017 
• Radiation effects found to cause failures 

upon power cycling 
• All DC/DC converters replaced during 

2017/18 shutdown 
• New version of ASIC chip being 

developed, will be installed during long 
shutdown 2 (2019)
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Pixel detector installation



HCAL Phase-1
• Upgrade Motivation: Noise and radiation 

damage cause degradation of the detector 
• Forward (HF) : Cherenkov calorimeter, steel 

absorber with quartz fibers feeding light into 
PMT  

• Replacement of PMT’s,  
• New front end electronics with timing 

information 
• Endcap (HE) / Barrel (HB) : Sampling 

calorimeter brass / plastic scintillator layers 
• Replacement of photodetectors 
• New front end electronics with more 

channels; better depth segmentation 
• More precise calibration of depth-

dependent radiation damage 
• New front-end electronics feature QIE10 and 

QIE11 ASICs,  
• Designed by Fermilab, tested and 

calibrated with university partners
v. 2017-06-A
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Phase-0 Depth Segmentation

Phase-1 Depth Segmentation



HCAL - Forward
• Significant background noise from anomalous 

hits in the PMT’s themselves 
• Upgrade to the electronics and replacement of 

PMT’s 
• PMT’s readout in dual anode mode, thinner 

window 
• New electronics provide timing information 

critical for noise rejection 
• Installed during winter 2016/17 
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CMS Hadron Forward Calorimeter Phase I Upgrade
Status
Yasar Onel

On behalf of the CMS Collaboration

Abstract—The Hadron Forward Calorimeter of CMS com-
pleted the Long Shutdown 1 part of the Phase I upgrade.
Approximately 1800 photomultiplier tubes were replaced with
thinner window, higher quantum efficiency, four-anode photo-
multiplier tubes. The new photomultiplier tubes will provide
better light detection performance, a significantly reduced back-
ground and unique handles to recover the signal in the presence
of background. The upgrade is also associated with new cabling
and channel segmentation options. This report will describe the
upgrade and the nature of the essential upgrade elements with
supporting test results.

Index Terms—LHC, CMS, hadron calorimeter, photomultiplier
tube, forward calorimetry, calorimeter upgrades

I. INTRODUCTION

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [1] is a general-
purpose detector designed to run at the highest luminosity
provided by the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Cov-
erage between pseudorapidities (⌘) of 3 and 5 is provided by
the steel/quartz fiber Hadron Forward (HF) calorimeter which
is located at 11.2 m from the interaction point. The signal in
the HF calorimeter originates from Čerenkov light emitted in
the quartz fibers, which is then channeled by the fibers to
photomultipliers. The absorber structure is 1.65 m long with
1 mm square grooves. The diameter of the quartz fibers is
0.6 mm and they are placed 5 mm apart in a square grid.
The quartz fibers run parallel to the beam line and have two
different lengths (1.43 m and 1.65 m), which are inserted into
grooves, creating two effective longitudinal samplings. The
short fibers start 22 cm inside the absorber, hence are mostly
sensitive to hadron interactions. There are 13 towers in ⌘, and
the � segmentation of all towers is 10�, except for the highest-
⌘. This leads to 900 towers and 1800 channels in the two HF
calorimeter modules [2]. Details of the HF calorimeter design,
together with test beam results and calibration methods, can
be found in [3].

II. THE NEED FOR THE UPGRADE AND THE KEY
COMPONENTS

The CMS HF calorimeter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
generate a large, fake signal when the PMT window is
traversed by a relativistic charged particle due to C̆erenkov
light production at the PMT window. The PMTs have cir-
cular windows with 2.54 cm diameter and 2 mm thickness
at the center that gets thicker towards the rim (Hamamatsu

Yasar Onel is with University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 USA (e-mail:
yasar-onel@uiowa.edu).

Manuscript received December 7, 2015.

R7525 [4]). This already-known problem was observed in
the 2010 and 2011 CMS data to degrade data quality and
to constitute a potential to interfere with rare physics events.
An upgrade plan was therefore formulated for CMS HF. In
this framework, several types of PMTs were tested and the
Hamamatsu R7600U-200-M4 PMT with four anodes [4] was
selected as the replacement PMT for the upgrade [5]. The
upgrade PMT has a square window of size 1.8 cm x 1.8 cm and
thickness less than 1 mm indicating a significant reduction in
the amount of glass seen by the traversing relativistic particles
hence is already promising in terms of background reduction.
Furthermore, the new PMT not only reduces the intrinsic level
of background, but it also enables tagging of background
events and recovering the underlying signal event (if any) by
using the multi-anode features. Figure 1 shows R7525 (left)
and R7600U-200-M4 (right) PMTs (not to scale).

Fig. 1. Hamamatsu R7525 (left) and R7600U-200-M4 (right) PMTs (not to
scale).

The key components of the upgrade include the base board
and the adapter board, light guides, light sleeves and cabling
inside the readout box, and the Winchester cables from the
readout box to front-end electronics. Figure 2 shows a few of
the key components.

A readout box (RBX) prototype was built to enable the tests
of different readout options for the new four anode PMTs. The
new readout boards provide the flexibility to switch between
four- channel, two-channel and single-channel readout of the
four anode PMTs where the four-channel readout option
enables the full multi-anode functionality. Both the internal
and external cabling of the RBX were also specific designs and
selections, therefore form an integral part of the prototype. The
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Fig. 1. The cross sectional view of the HF calorimeter shows that the sensitive area extends from 125 to 1300 mm in the radial
direction. The absorber in the beam direction measures 1650 mm. Bundled fibers (shaded area) are routed from the back of the
calorimeter to air-core light guides which penetrate through a steel-lead-polyethlene shielding matrix. Light is detected by PMTs
housed in the readout boxes. Stainless steel radioactive source tubes (red lines) are installed for each tower and are accessible from
outside the detector for source calibration. The intersection point is at 11.15 m from the front of the calorimeter to the right. All
dimensions are in mm

2 Description of HF calorimeters

The forward calorimeter will experience unprecedented
particle fluxes. On average, 760 GeV per proton–proton in-
teraction is deposited into the two forward calorimeters,
compared to only 100 GeV for the rest of the detector.
Moreover, this energy is not uniformly distributed but has
a pronounced maximum at the highest rapidities. At |η| =
5 and an integrated luminosity of 5×105 pb−1 (∼ 10 year
of LHC operation), the HF will experience ∼ 1 GRad.
This hostile environment presents a unique challenge to
calorimetry, and the design of the HF calorimeter was first
and foremost guided by the necessity to survive in these
harsh conditions, preferably for at least a decade. Suc-
cessful operation critically depends on the radiation hard-
ness of the active material. This was the principal reason
why quartz fibers (fused-silica core and polymer hard-clad)
were chosen as the active medium.

The signal is generated when charged shower par-
ticles above the Cherenkov threshold (E ≥ 190 keV for
electrons) generate Cherenkov light, thereby rendering
the calorimeter mostly sensitive to the electromagnetic
component of showers [11]. A small fraction of the gener-
ated light is captured, ftrap = NA/2n2

core, in the numer-
ical aperture (NA = 0.33± 0.02), and only half of that

ends up on the PMT photocathode. Only light that hits
the core-cladding interface at an angle larger than the
critical angle (71◦) contributes to the calorimeter sig-
nal. The half-angle θ = 19◦ is determined by the refrac-
tive indices of the core (ncore) and the cladding (nclad),
sin θ =

!
n2

core−n2
clad. The fibers measure 600±10µm in

diameter for the fused-silica core, 630+5
−10 µm with the

polymer hard-clad, and 800± 30µm with the protective
acrylate buffer.1 Over 1000 km of fiber is used in the HF
calorimeters and the fibers are cleaved at both ends by
a diamond cleaver.

The optical attenuation in these types of fibers scales as
a(λ)(D/D0)b(λ) where D is the accumulated dose, and it is
normalized by a reference dose (D0 = 100 MRad) for con-
venience. For example, at 450 nm at the accumulated dose
of D = 100 MRad, the induced attenuation is ∼ 1.5 dB/m,
which simply equals a. The a and b parameters charac-
terize the radiation hardness of a given fiber. For high
OH− (300–500 ppm) HF fibers at 450 nm, a ≈ 1.3 and
b≈ 0.3 [12–14]. An accumulated dose of 1 GRad will result
in a loss of optical transmission by a half, which is the worst
case for HF after a decade.

1 Manufactured by Polymicro Technologies, LLC, Phoenix,
AZ, USA.
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HCAL - Endcap
• Degradation in performance due to 

radiation and aging observed 
• Damage to both photodetectors and 

scintillators 
• Phase-1 Upgrade: 

• Replacement of hybrid photo diodes 
(HPD’s) with silicon 
photomultipliers(SiPM’s) 

• New front end electronics 
• Significant improvement to performance 

• SiPM’s eliminate HPD damage 
• SiPM’s have 3x higher photo detection 

efficiency, mitigate scintillator damage  
• Full installation during winter 2017/18 

• Performing exactly as expected in 
2018

HE Installation
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HCAL - Barrel
• Will be upgraded with SiPM’s and QIE11 front end in 

long shutdown 2 (2019) 
• Testing of all readout electronics taking place right at 

FNAL this summer 
• Quality control and calibration of ~900 QIE cards 

• Testing performance of QIE 
• Calibrating response to input charge 

• Happening in 14th floor HCAL lab right now 
• First 20 QIE cards already being tested

HB QIE Card
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HB QIE Cards
QIE Calibration

setup



Phase-2 Upgrades
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Phase-2 Upgrades
• HL-LHC upgrades present entirely new challenges for CMS 

• Instantaneous luminosity increase by a factor of 5-7.5 over 
design value (between 5 and 7.5x1034 cm-2s-1) 

• Up to 200 pileup interactions per bunch crossing 
• Upgrades to nearly all of the subsystems of CMS required to 

operate in HL-LHC conditions 
• 90% of all CMS data will be taken in HL-LHC
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Phase-2 Upgrades

New endcap
calorimeter

(HGCAL)

New Tracker

Upgrade/extension  
of muon subdetector

Addition of
MIP Timing Detector

Improved Trigger
 & DAQ System

Upgrades to 
barrel calorimeter
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Phase-2 Tracker

New Tracker
• Extended coverage in η
• Improved radiation hardness
• 40 MHz readout for trigger (outer tracker)

CMS-TDR-014
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272264?ln=en
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Tracker Upgrade Motivation
• Current tracker will not survive 

through HL-LHC 
• Radiation damage will lead to 

increased leakage currents 
• After 1000 fb-1 (1/3rd of HL-LHC), 

40% of the phase-1 tracker will be 
non-functional 

• Substantial reduction in tracking 
efficiency 

• Improvements to the sensor design 
and cooling will improve radiation 
hardness
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Phase-2 Tracker
• All-silicon tracker, split into two subsystems 
• Inner tracker

• Extend coverage to η < 4 
• Outer tracker

• Provides input into trigger system 
• Reduced material budget w.r.t. Phase-1 Tracker
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Inner Tracker
• Extended coverage to η < 4    
• Smaller pixel size (2500 µm2) 

• Nearly 2 billion channels 
• Improves track resolution 
• Reduces pixel occupancy to 

per-mille level 
• Improves track separation in jets 

• New pixel readout chip being 
developed within RD53, joint 
ATLAS-CMS collaboration 

• Designed to survive radiation dose 
expected for 3000 fb-1 
• Still allows possibility to extract 

and replace components if 
deemed necessary in the future
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Outer Tracker
• Inclusion of track information into trigger 
• Sensors made up of “pT-modules” :  

• Pairs of closely spaced, parallel strip 
sensors 

• On-detector correlation 
measurements allows discrimination 
between high/low momentum hits 

• Restrict 40 MHz trigger system 
readout to stubs above tunable 
threshold 

• Two types of pT-modules: 
• Pixel-strip (PS) : pairs of macro-pixel 

and strip sensors, 100 µm pitch, 2.4 
cm in length (0.15 cm pixels) 

• Strip-strip (2S) : pairs of parallel strip 
modules, 90 µm pitch, 5 cm in length

TB2S

TBPS
TEDD

Inner Tracker : Pixels
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Bend in track from magnetic field can 
distinguish high/low momentum 

“track stubs”



Phase-2 Calorimeter

New Endcap Calorimeter
• High Granularity Calorimeter
• Mix of Silicon and Scintillators
• Improved radiation tolerance
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Phase-II Endcap Calorimeter
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• Current crystal & scintillator based calorimeter 
will not survive radiation in HL-LHC 

• High Granularity Calorimeter (HGCAL) 
• Replacement of the current endcap 

calorimeter  
• Silicon sensors in high radiation environment 
• Scintillator sensors in lower radiation 

sections 
• First use of high granularity imaging calorimeter 

at a hadron collider 
• Over 6 million channels 
• Provides fine longitudinal and transverse 

segmentation 
• Provides timing information of shower 

development



HGCAL
• Silicon sensors: 

• 8-inch module, varying from 
120 to 300 µm silicon 
thickness   

• Scintillators modules: 
• Plastic scintillator tiles with 

SiPM readout 
• US leadership role in design and 

production of sensors

• Endcap Concentrator ASIC being 
developed by Fermilab and US 
universities 
• Critical for trigger and data 

acquisition readout 
• On detector clustering of trigger 

data to reduce output bandwidth

Plane 8InnerRadius (mm): 327.8 OuterRadius (mm): 1599.9 Z (cm): 329.1

Number of Full sensors 294

Number of Fives sensors 0

Number of Choptwos sensors 0

Number of Halves sensors 18

Lowest fully covered eta and radius 1.545 1470.8 mm

highest fully covered eta and radius 2.858 379.0 mm

Missing Area outside 6031cm 2

Missing Area inside 356cm 2

120 µm

200 µm 300 µm

All-silicon layer

Silicon/scintillator layer
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Phase-II MIP Timing Detector
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LHCC-P-009

MIP Timing Detector (MTD)
• New subsystem
• Provides precision timing information in 

both barrel and endcap
• Mitigate the effect of pileup in track and 

vertex reconstruction

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612


MIP Timing Detector
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• Fermilab and US universities have leadership role



MIP Timing Detector
• High pileup conditions will significantly degrade vertex 

reconstruction 
• Precision timing information provides another dimension to  

separate vertices (4D reconstruction) 
• With track timing at a 30 ps precision, most overlapping 

vertices can be distinguished
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MIP Timing Detector
• Timing information allows for better association of tracks to the 

correct vertex 
• Reduces contribution of pileup tracks to signal vertex by a 

factor of 5 
• Results in significant improvement to b-tagging performance at 

200 PU compared to reconstruction without timing information
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Phase-II Muons

Muon Upgrade
• New GEM detectors
• Additional layers at high-eta
• New FE/BE electronics for current detectors

CMS-TDR-016
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2283189?ln=en
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Muon Detector
• New sub-system 

(GEM) and layers to 
improve coverage at 
high pseudorapidity 

• For existing detector: 
upgrades to frontend 
and backend 
electronics to handle 
data rates of HL-LHC

New for Phase-II
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Trigger / DAQ Upgrade
• Improvements in the readout electronics and data 

acquisition system will allow for increases in trigger 
readout rates 
• Level-1 trigger (hardware-based) can increase 

from 100 kHz to 750 kHz 
• High-level trigger (software-based) rate can 

increase from 1 kHz to 7.5 kHz 
• Improvements to hardware allow more advance 

triggering algorithms 
• Tracker information included in level-1 trigger for 

first time 
• New correlation trigger, combining information 

from multiple subsystems at level-1 
• Particle flow algorithms can be implemented as 

part of level-1 trigger
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Summary
• Phase-1 upgrades represent a significant improvement to the original 

detector 
• New pixel detector improves tracking efficiency at current pileup 

conditions 
• Upgrades to HCAL FE/BE electronics mitigate radiation damage 

• HL-LHC will provide substantial improvement in LHC performance 
• Increase in instantaneous luminosity by a factor of 5 to 5-7.5x1034 

cm-2s-1 

• Phase-1 detector would not be able to cope with the increased 
radiation and instantaneous luminosity 

• Upgrades of the CMS detector will improve overall performance of 
CMS 
• Phase-2 upgrades will allow CMS to fully exploit the improvements 

to the LHC
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Bonus Slides
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Tracker Phase-II
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Pixel ROC
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HGCAL
• Silicon/tungsten+lead 

electromagnetic calorimeter  
(CE-E), 28 layers 
• Total 26X0 thickness 

• Stainless-steel absorber for 
hadron calorimeter (CE-H), 24 
layers 
• 8 layers with silicon-only readout and 

Δλ=0.25 longitudinal segmentation  
• 4 layers with mixed silicon and 

scintillator readout and Δλ=0.25  
• 12 layers with mixed silicon/

scintillator and Δλ=0.45 
• CO2 cooling to -30º C 
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